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GRECIAN PARADISE

Unlike many of
the other hotels
on the island
of Santorini,
Andronis Arcadia
has chic, cleanlined interiors
with modern
furnishings.

It feels like Eden at Andronis Arcadia: catamarans
on the Aegean Sea, private pools for every suite and
indulgent gourmet meals fit for the gods. Opened
June 2019 in the small coastal village of Oia on the
island of Santorini, Andronis Arcadia is the newest
resort from Andronis Exclusive, a group of five-star
luxury properties from hotelier Miltiadis Andronis.
The ambiance is quieter in Oia than the rest of
Santorini—especially at Andronis Arcadia—and
VIPs and the ultrawealthy come here to escape, not
to be on the scene. This coastal town is famous for
its sunsets, and the vistas from the hotel’s infinity
pool or one of its three restaurants are unbeatable
at this bewitching hour. Even without the gorgeous
views, dinner at the hotel’s Opson Restaurant
would be a vision. Based on classical Greece cuisine
and using ancient cooking techniques, head chef
Stefanos Kolimadis’ multicourse tasting menus
allow guests to dine like ancient Greeks. The world
outside Andronis’ walls beckons with adventure—
from snorkeling and yacht cruises to exploring
the island’s natural hot springs, beaches and local
wineries—as does the hotel’s Evexia Spa, the hot
stone and lavender massage of which is best-in-class,
providing the perfect moment to reflect on the
island’s Eden-like nature. Room rates from $735
per night, andronisarcadia.com –Ashley Smith

